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F3 Jacksonville just celebrated its 6th anniversary and we are doing well with 29 workouts
and we are about to add one more workout to the region. Our very own McDreamy, who
planted the flag at Badlands, moved to Daytona Beach and is launching a new AO on
Saturday May 8th!   This is super exciting news! From attending workouts and reading the
back-blasts, we are growing with quite a few FNG’s in attendance every week.  Let’s keep it
going! The Core Value for May is “Next Man Up” and we should always be EH’ng the next man.
With all the people moving to the area there will be a commensurate percentage of sad
clowns in the mix that need F3.  Let’s keep EH’ng gents, offer to pick them up for the first few
workouts. Men need this, our communities need this!

As for the Nation, below is a recent expansion map. We have grown tremendously from 938
AO’s in 2019 to 2,633 currently. F3 is in full “flywheel effect” now with AO’s in almost every
state and globally in Germany, Peru, and Kenya! 

Quick note on safety. As we head into the hotter months, Site Q’s please keep the PAX safety
in mind and pick up some basic gear. For AO’s that run on the roads in the dark, pick up some
reflective vests, use head lamps, keep some extra water on hand, first aid kit and someone
should always carry a phone.  

Words from the Nant'an
BY SAIGON SAM
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In closing, as I have heard Dredd say on Podcasts, “Be the Leader You Are”! I am so amazed by
the men we have in our Region and what you do every day to make us accelerate.  Stepping
up to serve at Trinity on Friday’s, spending time at The Farm on Saturday’s with the men in
recovery, Q’ng workouts at your AO, hosting an F2 event, offering your talents with various
projects, helping out PAX in need, organizing CSAUP events and bringing ideas to the group
on how we can serve and grow further. Jacksonville is blessed with many HIM’s leading by
example. As we EH FNG’s let’s make sure we welcome them, guide them and encourage them
to accelerate as leaders and be the “Next Man Up”!



Slaughter, our new Nant’an of the Nation, had a slightly different message on a recent
conference call “Challenging all of us to become the leaders, we are meant to be.” He read
us the following passage about the “divine discontent” which leads to growth on a recent
conference call. 

CLAIM YOUR WINGS

To me the butterfly teaches the most important lesson that we human beings ever have to
learn. You all know his story. He lived what seemed to him a very long time as a worm—what
we call the humble caterpillar. Now the life of a caterpillar could be taken as the very type
and symbol of restriction. He lives on a green leaf in the forest, and that is about all he knows.

Then one day the little caterpillar finds certain stirrings going on within himself. The old
green leaf, for some reason, no longer seems sufficient. He becomes moody and discontented,
but—and this is the vital point—it I a divine discontent. He feels the need for a bigger, finer,
and more interesting life. His instinct tells him that where there is true desire there must be
fulfillment.

And so the wonderful thing happens: the butterfly emerges beautiful, graceful, now endowed
with wings, and instead of crawling about on a restricted leaf, he can soar above the trees,
above the forest itself—free, unrestricted, his own True Self.

. . . Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the heart of man, the thing
which God hath prepared for them that love him (1 Corinthians 2:9)

Claim your wings gents, become the leaders you were meant to be!  

Semper Fi & SYITG,
Saigon Sam

Words from the Nant'an Continued...
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CSAUP

Myrtle Beach Marathon
Septum and B for Bert conquered that Myrtle
Beach marathon on May Day. Septum popped
his marathon cherry in style, turning in a
scorching time of 3:56:18. Bert, always a badass,
turned in a 3:54:36 and finished 15th in his age
group.

Apryle Showers 10K
The St Johns County boys got after the Apryle's
Shower 10K, led by local celebrity Hat Trick, who
represented on First Coast News. 
Apryle Showers is an organization serving
individuals, ages 30-55, currently undergoing
treatment for cancer. Apryle Showers offers
services that help foster hope, healing,
restoration, and peace to people fighting for
their lives.
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Conquered



CSAUP
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Upcoming 

Sept 10-11, 2021

Dec 11-12, 2021

Specific location still unknown. For anyone who
has conquered the "People of Wal-Mart' heats
and are ready to race to a standard- come get
after it. Or you can do another round with the
Jenny Craig support teams and be satisfied to 'be
a finisher.' 

“Somewhere inside, we hear a voice. It

leads us in the direction of the person

we wish to become. But it is up to us

whether or not to follow.”

PAT TILLMAN

Pat Tilman 4.2
'nough said.  

Conquered

0700 - Poseidon - The Murph - honoring Lt.
Michael Murphy USN 
Clown car convoy to Badlands
0815 (approx) - Badlands - The Manion -
honoring Lt. Travis Manion USMC
0900 (approx) - Forced March (Ruck) from
Badlands to HardNocs with guidon (AO flags)
- honoring US Army special operators and
rangers killed in Operation Gothic Serpent
1000 (approx) - HardNocs- 30 minute Burpee
Challenge honoring USAF fallen airmen.
1030 (approx) - Closing ceremonies

The second running of The Fallen will be held on
Saturday 5/29/2021. 
Below is the schedule. Join for all or a portion of
the event.* 

*don't be a pusscakes- do it all*

Upcoming 
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Matt Cummings

My F3 Story

May 26, 2018. I remember the day and the date vividly. I knew I was out of shape, but it really
wasn’t this bad, was it? May 26, 2018 was the day that I had my “aha” moment. The moment
when I realized that if I kept on this track that my wife and son would be without a husband
and a father. The moment when I realized that if I did not do something drastic, then I
probably never would. This is my story. 

On May 26, 2018, I weighed 336 pounds. As a former athlete, this number was shocking. As
hard as it is to believe, this number kind of snuck up on me. I never struggled with my weight
until I got into college. I played a lot of pick-up sports and could eat whatever I want, but in
college I began to slow down to a sedentary lifestyle without changing my diet. The weight
slowly came on and I did everything I could to justify it. “I don’t look like I weigh that much”
was a common excuse I used. I was also the king of “I will start tomorrow.” On the day in
question, my family decided to visit a trampoline park. We were excited and ready conquer
the day. We paid for 2 hours of fun. After bouncing for 7 minutes, I felt like I was going to die.
I could only make it 7 minutes. My heart was beating fast and I legit felt like I was going to
pass out. A sobering reality hit me far harder than the sick feeling I was experiencing – I was
so out of shape that I couldn’t even play with my son. I was devastated. I was embarrassed by
the way I looked and by the fact that I couldn’t do anything physical. I was embarrassed that
I had let myself get to this point. More than anything, I was scared. I did not know how to fix
this mess I had created. I didn’t know how to eat healthy. The workout DVDs collecting dust
on my shelf, the bicycle unused in my garage, and the gym membership that was used one
time showed that I did not know how to exercise properly. I did not know what to do. 
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TESTIFY

After that embarrassment, I began researching HIIT style
gyms hoping that paying a lot of money for a workout that
was somewhat enjoyable would be the accountability I
needed. By a stroke of luck, a boxing-style gym near my
house had a review written by one of my good friends,
Chris Gambino, aka Bada Bing. I asked him what he
thought of this gym and his response was simple: “It is
good, but F3 is better.” My brother (Biscuit) had attended
some F3 workouts and invited me to come, but I always
refused, thinking I had a better plan. But when Bada Bing
invited me, I told him what I needed (including help with
the diet) and he offered to help me. He sent me a diet plan
and grocery list which we stocked our house with that
evening. 
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I remember my first week of F3. The first day I posted was a run/bike day. I was so far behind
and exhausted. I think I sweated that whole day. I splashed merlot the second day. I kept
coming though. I was constantly sore, but something kept drawing me in. I started realizing
that no matter how far I was behind, someone (usually multiple someones) came back and
got me. I remember one Thursday with Full Monty on the Q, the entire PAX circled back and
allowed me to be the first one to the flag. I had men telling me how proud they were of me. I
really did not know how to handle it. I was having results – I averaged losing about 5 pounds
per week – but I knew I wanted to be around these guys as much as I could. These men
became my biggest cheerleaders outside of my wife and son. They celebrated me and
pushed me. If I missed a workout or two, several PAX would reach out to see how I was. This
was my tribe. 
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All in all, I lost 150 pounds in 9 months. I could not
have done this without F3 and Bada Bing. I am a better
and stronger Christian, husband, father, and employee
because of F3. My mind and discipline are stronger
than I ever dreamed possible. From not being able to
run 1/10 of a mile to running a 15k and even training for
a half marathon, I have come a long way. While I am
thrilled to have lost 150 pounds, I am most thankful for
the relationships and friendships I have through F3. My
introduction to F3 came at what was a very hard year
for my family. We had health issues, a flood in our
house, and issues with my son and his school. It was a
trying year, but knowing I had my F3 brothers in my
corner made things not as bad. This was realized
around Christmas that year when the PAX surprised
me with a gift that I never dreamed possible. As we
gathered for the COT, the asked me to come into the
middle to congratulate me on the life change I had
achieved with them. Then they gifted me several bags
of clothes (that fit!) and a card stocked with money
they had raised to help me restock my wardrobe. I was
floored and speechless. The goals shift, how much I
can post shifts, but I look forward to continuing to
grow as a leader and helping others achieve the life
change, I have experienced. I can be a living testimony
– F3 is the real deal. 

I decided to go all in on this and see what happened. Realistically, I kind of expected failure
because failure was what I was used to. I remember one time my wife and I decided to try
whole-30. We made it 3 days then wound up at Golden Corral. That is how my diet and
exercise efforts normally ended. This time was different though. I can’t put into words how
influential Bada Bing was. He answered hundreds of questions, always spot checked me, and
kept me encouraged. With Bada Bing and my F3 Jacksonville brothers in my corner, I felt like
I could do this. 

-GRAVY

TESTIFY continued....



P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

The pax of Asgard continue to show signs of
growth, albeit incrementally, growth none the
less. We added two new FNGs in the last two
months: Crush (Sasquatch’s 2.0) and Wild
Turkey (who actually was an FNG at the Farm
brought in by Rhino). In the same time frame,
couple of our members had occasions to
celebrate: Big Bird and his M, Alyssa,
celebrated their 2nd anniversary (Mar 16), and
Sasquatch hit a milestone (but is still not
respectable) turning 40 (Mar 28). 

On Holy Saturday, YHC led the pax on a pre-
beatdown Stations of the Cross Ruck.
Unfortunately, he dropped his keys at some
point along the way and Big Bird’s COP
became a search and rescue mission to find
Feud’s keys. The mission was a success after
about 0.5 miles. 

Speaking of rucks, one of our very own HIMs,
Crotchless, used his Q on Earth Day to have the
pax ruck around the park and our 1.5-mile loop
(with a few exercises thrown in) to pick-up
trash and leave our AO better than how we
found it.

Asgard

-FEUD

AO UPDATES

Finally, we had a first for F3 Jacksonville. In
celebration of Aquaman making his visit to
Asgard as part of his 30 for 30 CSAUP, our
boy Roddy Q’d… in a kilt. He even pulled a
double down as he, Sasquatch and YHC took
the clown car to the Farm. All were thankful
that the birth canal and BTTW were not
called. 
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P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

Good things are happening at Hard Nocs.
But we thrive when we do hard things.
Lucky for us, hard things are in high supply.
In the last month we’ve seen our PAX
participate in a list of events, beatdowns,
CSAUPs, and shenanigans that take Saigon
Sam minutes to announce and more than
one PAX to be late for morning meetings.
 
One of the highlights of the last month was
the weekend of the Pat Tillman event, a 4.3
mile run/ruck, and the Apryle Showers 10K.
PAX doing the Pat Tillman were able to see
a SpaceEx Rocket moving along faster than
Valdez running from an armadillo. The
Apryle Showers 10K is for a great cause and
is near and dear to Hat Trick. It was great to
see F3 nation represent well, and multiple
HIM participate.
 
Hard Nocs leveled up in the last month and
added pullup bars on the running trail. This
has added a nice twist to many a beatdown
and allowed for some back and arm gains
for the PAX. The installers of the bars were
even so kind as to think of Prunetang when
they put them in!
 
As the summer comes upon us the 6:30
beatdown gets the heat turned up, but as
the PAX grows stronger so does the
Fellowship. Attendance continues to rise
and good things are indeed happening as
men are becoming stronger in both mind
and body.

With the infusion of Pax from different
regions and trending youth movement,
Poseidon and Pool Party continue to attract
both new and reinvigorate the old.
Saturday morning dollying has begun anew
and it’s a great way to find out about your
fellow Pax...
“You know Goggins?”
“Yeah...met him at the Badwater race...”
“You ran the Badwater?”
“Well, I completed the Badwater...”
“How long did it take you?”
“38 hours or so....I used to run a few of those
Ultra’s. It’s a full time commitment.”
And the whole time I’m thinking to myself I
wasn’t sure this guy could Dolly and
complete the workout afterwards....
The beach is also back in play and it could
become a staple as the weather warms up.
It was fun to reminisce about Sandcrab’s
workouts and lo and behold , he posts for
the first time since COVID...and he brought
Pickle with him.
Our goal is to attract more men for
workouts and create several more days of
working out at Sunshine Park...this spring
and summer should be fun...

HardNocs

-PAPA SMURF
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Poseidon

-LEFT TURN



Things are clicking along at
Thunderdome/Boondocks. FNGs such as
Heist, Pink Panther, Cupid, Onesie, and
Gisele, as well as the occasional but much-
celebrated Kotter, have added to the pax
numbers. We’ve also seen an uptick in
Saturday numbers as pax from other AOs
have come to workout at Boondocks before
heading to the Farm. The 1st F is predictably
merciless, the 2nd F is fantastic, and the 3rd
F is always pushing us forward. 

We felt fortunate to be the launching pad for
Aquaman’s ballyhooed 30/30, where he
worked out every day in April, with the goal
of hitting every AO in Jax. For 30 straight
days, he ran, rucked, and suffered all sorts of
miserable beatdowns. A tremendous thanks
to all of those who celebrated his
accomplishment by giving in his honor to
Trinity Rescue Mission. To date, this effort
has raised over $1900. It was inspiring to see
Aqua’s grit; when his body was exhausted, it
was the accountability of the mission and
the support of the pax that kept him going –
true brotherhood in action!

Mr. Woodchuck has officially transferred his
letter of residency to Boondocks, and has
ably led Wednesday speedwork sessions,
especially for the Blue Ridge Relay pax.
These mirror the Tacmo Speedwork sessions,
but the company is much better.

The Tuesday QSource has continued to
flourish. More pax continue to wander in,
including a couple on IR who are staying
connected; though our sketches are app-
sourced rather than laid fresh by Bowzer, we
have had wonderful conversations that have
us accelerating all 3 F’s. We are nearly
through the Get Right quadrant, but are
learning that a pax never graduates from
getting right. 

I continue to be amazed and thankful that I
get to hang out with the cool kids at
Boondocks. The blessing of F3 is captured
perfectly in 2 Corinthians 4:16: “We do not
give up. Even though our outer person is
being destroyed, our inner person is being
renewed day by day.” Perfect!
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Boondocks/Vet/Thunderdome

- SCHOLLS



Like the mythological creature the Hydra, so goes
the Downtown AO’s. It seems when 1 pax leave, 2
more spring up in his place. Captain Underpants,
Whisperer, Stickum, Crown and Prince Charming
are all new FNGS. We also inherited a transplant
from North Carolina – Pinto. What a wonderful
problem to have! Even at Kessel and TACMO there
are double digits of PAX lining up to get better. 
 We may need to look at getting an FNG
Punchcard designed. Whoever gets 10 FNGs first
should get a “Burpee Free Beatdown” reward. Just
a thought. 

Speaking of Kessel and Tacmo, the Acosta bridge,
the Corkscrew and Stagecoach parking garage are
shaping up to be fantastic training grounds for the
Townies’ Blue Ridge Relay prep. Wednesday’s
speed runs   designed by Mr. Woodchuck and
facilitated vicariously through Bert have been
nothing short of taxing. Note: Please include
instructions in English going forward and an
Abacus may be needed.

Boucher has created a unique torture device that
appeared at Anchor and is making its way thru the
region. It’s like passing a car crash, you don’t want
to look, yet you find yourself getting sucked into
its demented-ness. Suck-O-Matic! Speaking of
Anchor, we’ve been getting some fantastic
attention from observers watching goofy men
playing leap frog in public and having the time of
their lives!

To round us out, growing as virtuous leaders at
Southern Grounds continues to be something that
we look forward to. The contributions that each
PAX provides only helps us grow stronger as the
husbands, fathers and leaders we are called to be.
And it’s always cool to make fun of whoever gets a
parfait.

One thing about Downtown AO’s…..if you stick
around long enough, you’re likely to end up
getting branded.
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Downtown

-BOWZER



The month of April kicked off in style with a “Stations of the Cross” WO hosted by yours truly.
The idea was a brainstorm of F3 Greensboro, so we thought we would give it a try, complete
with our own ‘cross’ to bear! 
Many innovative WO have been Q’d over the last few months, highlighted by Duece coming
through with Coupon Golf to honor The Masters where we actually carried coupons for 18
“holes” instead of clubs. This particular WO was in conjunction with a certain Prunetang
celebrating his emergence into the Respect category. It appeared in the photo evidence ITG
that a certain Valdez was especially excited for Prunetang’s birthday and the coupon work…
check out the photo…
Wasted brought a Shot Heard Around the World beatdown complete with coupons and
Revolutionary War trivia…Dollar Bill had ALL the answers thank goodness or no telling what
Wasted would have had in store for us. Mulligan had his VQ and Bloomer did not have to fill in
for a lack of Q’s on the schedule which a testament to the PAX stepping up to lead.
T=claps for all the PAX who have Eh’d someone as we have seen an upswing in FNG’s have seen
Re-Stitch, AllState, Swivel, 2Way, HoosierDaddy, DoubleWide, and there are probably others
but a hearty welcome to all new PAX! A few of the PAX are suffering on the IR, Bada Bing, Slash
Wasted, 3 Peat, and we pray for their quick and complete recovery. We saw a spring like
sighting from Gravy and Squeege and of course the once a quarter sighting of Snaggle…we also
saw Sandcrab who has been AWOL from Badlands since the onset of the pandemic. And of
course, like most AO’s we enjoyed our share of the Aquaman 30/30.
As we all know the greatest part of F3 is the fellowship and comradery and that is one aspect
of Badlands that never fades…it is right up there with the Nantan’s flying F’s and the mostly
ungodly body noises the PAX make at 5:30am. Keep bringing it Badlanders, and SYITG!
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BadLands

- FULL MONTY

ChopShop
Chop Shop has been going strong with a good core group of guys. The workouts have been
challenging and we have all advanced in our leadership through Q-Source. One area we have
struggled is EH-ing new guys. This should be our focus, right in line with the core value for May.
If any pax has a someone in the San Jose/Baymeadows area that they would like to EH, bring
them over to Chop Shop. We need all the help we can get to keep growing.

- SEPTUM



THE FARM
God is great and all knowing and he continues to do wonderful things at
The Farm. It is such an honor to serve there and engage in fellowship with
the men. I believe every F3 member that goes to serve and meet these
gentlemen truly come away changed in a good way. Attendance remains
strong, with men from The Farm engaging in exercise and competition
and F3 members consistently showing to exercise, support, and have
fellowship. Many new people have signed up to Q The Farm which is
awesome to see the commitment from the different AO’s. One particular
unbelievable Q was the one performed by Dollar Bill and Hat Trick. They
had wonderful bible verses for the men to relate to and a great
combination of both exercise and team competition along with several
personal challenges they told which really related to the men. A big
thanks to all that have been out to The Farm to support and also Q. These
men need our love and commitment in their lives so they can get things
turned around. Also, a special BIG thank you to all that have purchased
shirts for The Farm, the men will love it. Look for a future convergence
there once the shirts arrive and keep coming out in support. 
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-CHECK PLEASE

https://youtu.be/JQ5DzvWZd0k 

Lamentations 3:25-26
“The Lord is good to those whose hope is in him, to the one who seeks
him; it is good to wait quietly for the salvation of the Lord.”

Editor's Note:  What is

happening at the Farm and

Trinity is the heart of F3.

Sua Sponte leaders who

have been freed to lead are

doing the same for other

men. It is more than just

another AO.

https://youtu.be/JQ5DzvWZd0k
https://youtu.be/JQ5DzvWZd0k
https://youtu.be/JQ5DzvWZd0k


TRINITY
On March 26th the JAX PAX stepped up to clean out the freezer at Trinity and install shelving that
Snuffleupagus (don't stroke the trunk) was able to get someone to donate. Men from different AOs came
together at Trinity to scrape up ice, install shelves and reorganize their freezer. 
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30 for 30
Yes it certainly qualifies as a CSAUP, but I
think Aquaman would agree the most
meaningful part of his impressive 30/30
challenge was meeting PAX across our
region and being able to raise over $1500
for Trinity. Every AO got a visit from the
human-born heir to the underwater
kingdom of Atlantis in April as he rucked,
ran and bootcamped his way around
Jacksonville. That's a HIM right there. 

https://f3jax.slack.com/team/U28KEHJA2


2ND F

Tell us about Kevin “Check Please” Gress. 
I’ve been married going on 19 years. We’ve got a nine-year-old daughter who is heavily into

gymnastics.  I home school my daughter. I’m a stay-at-home dad, the Mr. Mom of the

family. I grew up in Wisconsin, and we’ve moved around with my wife’s job. We hope to

stay here and retire. 

You have arguably the greatest F3 name in the history of the organization, courtesy of
our quick-witted friend McDreamy. Tell us the origin of it, but keep in mind this is a PG-
rated newsletter. 
I went out one night with some friends. We were having a few beverages, and one of my

friend’s brothers was there with a girl who went to college with him. He knew me, and said

to the girl it would be funny if you went up to that guy and just out of nowhere grabbed

him. (Editors note: The location of said grab is colloquially known as “the crotch.”)  I’m just

standing there, here comes this woman walking toward me, and I’m just standing there

thinking, okay, what’s going to happen, and she grabbed me. It was like, okay, nice to meet

you. She did it and walked away. My buddy was cracking up. He told me the joke. Later

that night she came and asked me to dance, and the rest is history. 

How did you come to get involved in F3? 
I moved here in December of 2017 and started right about then. My wife got transferred

here, she’s an FBI agent. Our realtor was Matt “Pom Pom” Wilkinson. As we’re driving

around, he started talking about F3, what a great workout it is, and how you meet great

people. The first thing I started coming to was Badlands, and then I started hitting

Poseidon. 

MEET CHECK PLEASE, JAX PAX OF THE MONTH
I N T E R V I E W  B Y  S L A S H
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What is it about F3 that’s kept you coming back
to the workouts? 
The main thing is the camaraderie of all the guys,

getting to know everyone. I was always an athlete

growing up, playing all the sports. But F3 was a

way to get the workout in and great way to meet

people. It was the best thing I ever did, because

whenever you go somewhere, say, Publix, you run

into someone, people yelling down the aisles,

“Check Please!” That’s been the most rewarding

thing, the exercise has been secondary. 



JAX PAX OF THE MONTH, CONTINUED
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You’re preaching to the choir – everyone reading this – about why you kept coming back
to F3. But we have a fair number of guys who don’t stick. What could we do to improve
our batting average? 
Good question. A lot of guys, you get the excuse when you try to EH them, I need to get in

shape. It’s not what F3 is about; you get in shape while you’re in F3. I’m not sure if there’s

any really right answer. We know how good it is in our lives; you can only explain that to

someone so far before they have to do it on their own. 

What’s really blossomed with you with regard to the Third F has been your involvement
with Trinity Rescue Mission. What’s the connection with you and that organization, what
moved you?
I knew some of the downtown guys were doing it. Something just clicked one day,

someone said they were going to the mission, and I was like, you know what, I’ll go. As

soon as I went there, you just see the people that are there, outside in tents, laying on

floors. That really hit home for me, you don’t understand the plights of people before you

go and see it firsthand. I thought, I need to be more involved with that. That blossomed

into the Farm. That’s been going really good. It’s amazing how different people in our

organization are committed to different things. Everyone has a hand in something, it’s

cool to see that. It’s like the workouts; once you go, you get hooked. Same thing with

Trinity and the Farm; once you go, you get hooked. I just realized I needed to be doing

something more and get out of my comfort zone and be more involved in helping people. 

 Five Things About Check Please

 
Movie you’ll stop and watch while flipping channels no matter how many times you’ve
seen it?
Top Gun. I like the fighter jets.  It came out when I was kid, I wanted to be Tom Cruise. 

First concert you attended? 

Metallica. That would have been the Enter Sandman tour.Last time I saw them was two

years ago. 

Three things you would bring to a deserted island? 

A baseball hat to keep the sun off me. Probably a radio, gotta have some music. And

some sand toys to make some sand castles.

You can travel abroad only once more in your life – where would you go? 

There’s a lot of places I would like to go, but probably the top one, Jerusalem, and see

where Jesus is buried, all those historical areas. 

One person from any point in history you could have dinner with?
Jesus. Easy one. That would be the time period in history I’d want to go back to, as well.  

Baseball. 



Something is wrong brothers... 

Suicide is a male linked phenomenon. Men are 4 times as likely as women to take their own life.
We can pay a high price in our pursuit of success and power. If we are not diligent these
ambitions can force relationships, especially male friendships, to the bottom of the priority list.
And when we come onto hard times we turn to the right and left and realize there is no one
next to us in the phalanx. Instead there is alcohol, affairs, porn, more work, depression and even
suicide. We cannot be lazy with friendships, because drifting along without intention is what
leads us down this path.

A boy is provided friends by the circumstances of his life, with little work on his part. If you have
young sons, you see it happen. They find another little boy on the playground and after 15
minutes the two who started as strangers are now buddies. Sports teams, youth groups at
church, school lunchrooms, boy scouts- target rich environments for friendships with minimal
effort on a boy’s part beyond showing up. High school is usually the first time a young man feels
the deeper pull of brotherhood. Where friendships can move to fellowship, as shared pain and
striving bring him to depend on other males. Most often on the fields and courts of team sports.
An awakening of the primal wiring in our psyche pushing us to band together for protection. A
feeling that ‘buddies’ might not be enough. 
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Then pathways and friendships diverge- work, trade school, college, military, a gap year. Four of
the five paths continue to provide easy opportunities for a young man to continue to have
friends. One pathway leads to a deepening of fellowship formed by real trial and tribulation.
Sometimes under the greatest crucible- war. Where modern fellowship is most like those
ancestral conditions where the bond between a man and the men to his left and right is a
matter of life and death. 

CORE VALUES

But then it ends. Sometimes abruptly when he is
discharged or leaves the battlefield. Or when he
graduates or moves for work. Most often it ends
slowly and imperceptibly- the easy time when
friends are provided by circumstance is finished.

Our wife becomes our ‘best friend.’ A concept
that Freed to Lead tells us is impossible with all
the other things a wife is asked to be. The answer
is a socially convenient platitude when we look
around and realize that we are without true male
friends. Life has ceased providing friends and
now it asks us to do the work required. And we
are ill-prepared against the real threats in our
society- male isolation and loneliness. 



Overall our American society is comfortable and prosperous, but counterintuitively rife with
high levels of mental illness, depression, loneliness and suicide. An increasing societal emphasis
on extrinsic values (wealth and consumption) over intrinsic values (community and well-being)
have all conspired to push us into isolation and loneliness as we age. This societal environment
is unnatural for humans- we were created to live in tight-knit tribes. Groups of total belonging,
shared resources and experience, and a shared goal of serving the collective good of the tribe
and its people. And fellowship was a requisite for survival. We can’t know the internal lives of
men in the distant past, but I can’t imagine loneliness and isolation were commonplace. 

Today, despite what the news would have us believe, the savage hordes are not at the walls, and
it’s unlikely the fight coming to you is physical. Instead the threat is being hopelessly cut-off
from others, feeling alone in a crowd, viewing yourself as a burden to those you love, turning to
negative distractions- porn, alcohol, drugs, and even suicide. 
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CORE VALUES continued....

A man surrounded by family, coworkers, 'buddies,' is no guarantee against loneliness. His
interior subjective experience of the world does not always match the exterior objective façade.
In F3 we have an accurate term for this state- SadClown. The world sees a happy, put-together,
family-man of means, but he is protecting an interior world that does not match. 

Suicide is a male linked phenomenon. Counterintuitively, male suicide is also linear by age, with
the number rising as we mature. I picture the stereotyped angst ridden teenage boy taking his
own life, which is a tragedy that happens. But a more accurate portrait of suicide is a man in his
50s and 60s (respect and double respect), often with a family. That age where male friendship,
and certainly not fellowship, is no longer handed to us by society. The time our relationships
have atrophied along with our ability to create new ones.

F3 offers a way to fight against the threat of
male loneliness. The mutual striving morning
after morning. The collective understanding of
an ethos and values. Lingo that binds. It serves
as an initial screen of men who are willing to
get out of the fartsack and to do hard things
together. To be transparent- if a man does not
think the concept of F3 is great and jumps in,
YHC does not think of him as friendship
material. F3 provides an environment that
harkens back to days on the playground or at
football practice when friendships were easy.
Back to the days of the tribe. 

But there is another step in the progression-
one from friendship to fellowship. Posting to
workouts is that first step, but it is not the
cure if you continue to guard your inner world,
staying isolated and lonely in the midst of 15
other men, sweating silently in the gloom. 



CONCEPT: LEADERSHIP

PHRASE: WE ARE SERVANT LEADERS.

QUOTE:  SERVANT LEADERSHIP IS NOT ABOUT
“I”-  NOR IS IT ABOUT “WE”- IT IS ABOUT
“THEM”.  
JIM LINDELL

AUGUST

CONCEPT: SERVICE

PHRASE: WE CHANGE OURSELVES TO
CHANGE EACH OTHER TO CHANGE
JACKSONVILLE.  

QUOTE: "A LIFE NOT LIVED FOR OTHERS IS
NOT A LIFE."
MOTHER TERESA

JULY

CONCEPT: GROUP IS STRONGER THAN
INDIVIDUAL

PHRASE: WE ARE ALWAYS EH-ING TO FIND
THE NEXT MAN WHO NEEDS TO PICK UP A
SPEAR AND SHIELD AND JOIN THE PHALANX.

QUOTE: "NOW WE THAT ARE STRONG HAVE
THE DUTY TO BEAR THE WEAKNESSES OF
OTHERS AND NOT SEEK OUR OWN
PLEASURE."
PROVERBS 27:17

MAY

CONCEPT:  I  AM 3RD

PHRASE: WE ARE NOT THE CENTER OF THE
UNIVERSE, BUT RATHER SIMPLE MEN GIFTED
IN ORDER TO SERVE OUR COMMUNITY AND
WORLD.

QUOTE:  "YOUR OWN GLORY IS MUCH TOO
SMALL A THING TO LIVE FOR."
ANDY STANLEY

JUNE
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-JUMANJI

CORE VALUES continued....

Fellowship is sharing the inner struggles.
Living in those truly dangerous spaces for
most men: emotional, spiritual, and
psychological. A friendship can stay at
the outer levels based on repeated
association and time spent together. And
often that is the work required to build
the foundation for fellowship. As you
strive and suffer together, the
environment is right to lay down your
shield and let men in. A phalanx is not an
effective defense if the men in the line
use their shields to defend against their
brothers while trying to turn them
outward against the enemy. A Shield Lock
of one man is nonsensical. Yet that is how
we attempt to go through life. 
 
Instead of asking what is the smallest
amount of effort we can extend and still
have friends- let’s go above and beyond.
This is where strong fellowships are built,
accountability is found- where men put
in more than their share to keep a
brotherhood tight. 

If you haven't done so- get into a
ShieldLock. Pick up that shield and step
close to some brothers. It may save your
life.

“A friend loves at all times, and a
brother is born for a time of
adversity.” 
Proverbs 17:17

Junger, Sebastian. 2016. Tribe: On
Homecoming and Belonging

Joiner, Thomas. 2011. Lonely at the Top:
The High Cost of Men's Success.

National Suicide Prevention Hotline
1-800-273-8255

https://www.amazon.com/Tribe-Homecoming-Belonging-Sebastian-Junger/dp/1455566381
https://www.amazon.com/Lonely-Top-High-Cost-Success-ebook/dp/B005EXSN20/ref=sr_1_6?crid=3CZWPZD2QSPJM&dchild=1&keywords=thomas+joiner&qid=1620608603&s=books&sprefix=joiner+thomas+%2Cstripbooks%2C179&sr=1-6


THE 6
Words from the "Editor"
-JUMANJI

Ready to step up and Q for the first time? Well, before your
VQ make sure you know what goes where and when and
check-out these quick Q guidelines. 

And please watch this video- 

Q'd a few times and think your Tom-terrific? Check out the
advanced guidelines and let's get better. Have more Q tips?
Email jacksonville@f3nation.com 

Q Guidelines on F3JAX.com

How to Count 

Back by unpopular demand- shit that irritates me. 

You circle up. It's early, because that's what we do. It's dark, because that's what we do.
Sometimes you don't want to be there. Sometimes you'd rather be curled up in the fartsack.
And if you're feeling that kind of way, you certainly don't want one of the verbal extroverts of
F3 nattering next to you about some happy shit you don't want to hear at that hour. I mean
really, who talks that much? Seatdown says more words in a 45 minute workout than I do in a
week. 

Back to the circle. You've tuned out the extrovert next to you and turned your attention to the
Q expecting to get into the workout with some of the normal crap- side straddle hops,
hillbilly's, Michael Phelps, etc. in cadence. You know like it's a F3 workout. If you have a really
innovative Q maybe you do some burpees. But not today's Q. Cause this dude went deep into
the lexicon and back-blasts from 2013 and filled his Weinke with some shit that irritates me

"The first exercise is called the Alabama goat pickle sniffer. It's a 12 count exercise done in
cadence..." 

Bitch. I didn't come to ballet class. I don't need to learn a set of complex movements that take
2 minutes to explain and demonstrate. And it's really just 4 different exercises that you put
back to back and gave it a stupid name. There's a reason that F3 cadence is 1-2-3-1. We're
dumb dudes working out together in the dark and there is zero chance I'm remembering this.
I sweat to all that is holy, surely he is only going to do one of these to show off his Q skills...

"The next exercise is called the St, Louis diamond monkey fornicators. It's a 14 count exercise
in cadence..."

That's some shit that irritates me. 
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http://f3jax.com/resources/basic-and-leveled-up-q-guidelines/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xRTitxnE-mI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xRTitxnE-mI

